[Dynamics of formation of bone tissue in rats under the influence of new xenotransplantat "Norian"].
In experiments on rats CD comparative studies have been carried out which is the effect of osteoplastic material NORIAN CRS, the rate of bone regeneration after mandibular dental implants (titanium screw) and the combined effect of these processes NORIAN CRS protein and protein (Emdogein). Functionality and maturity of the newly formed bone tissue was evaluated by histological and biochemical methods. The results suggest that the use of osteoplastic material NORIAN CRS is the 120 days leading to almost complete regeneration of bone tissue. It was also found that the combined use of NORIAN CRS and protein Emdogein impractical because adding Emdogein not accelerate bone regenerative process, but in the early postoperative period may cause an inflammatory reaction.